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...which proposes broad changes in the College's general education programs.

"Depending on the flow of faculty talks, committee on instruction proposals, committee on general education proposals, a more specific picture may be taken to the faculty for a vote later in the spring," the Dean added.

He noted that after receiving the instruction proposals, the faculty special committee on program staffs might also bring specific resolutions to the faculty.

Dean Truman stressed that Professor Bell's proposals did not reflect a consensus, that forming a committee was not the purpose of the proposals, and that the committee on instruction deliberated with Professor Bell on his proposals at some length last spring.

Commenting on Professor Bell's suggestion that a pilot group of students be put through a curriculum, he said, he had outlined, the Dean said, it would be possible to start such a project until the fall of 1967.
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"If the structure should be purchased, the work would be the first dormitory purchased by Barnard this year in an effort to expand its housing facilities.

The college announced two weeks ago that it had bought the Bryan Mawr Hotel, a former crime-ridden, single-room occupancy building, for use as dormitories, using the site of completely renovating the existing structure for a dormitory.
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